The Communications Office at the James E. Rogers College of Law welcomes interns with strong writing and editing skills, the ability to independently research and source assigned stories, and reliable work habits.

There are four primary types of writing that the office produces:

- Conventional news releases and web news blurbs for public distribution via broadcast, print and social media;
- Shortform marketing content geared to specific audiences for college publications;
- Short articles (from 250 – 700 words) about students, faculty, and alumni and college initiatives, partnerships and events;
- Content of various lengths and voices for our 2015 Centennial Celebration.

This year, we anticipate assigning interns to short articles. As examples, these stories are planned for the spring semester:

- For National Volunteer Week (April 12 – 18) – A profile on the volunteer who helps students learn how to represent US veterans;
- For our global programs web pages – a series of student profiles, each about 250 words;
- A profile on a faculty member who has recently published a new book or study;
- A report on a college meeting or initiative.

We ask interns:

- To designate a regular time to be in the office (2 – 3 hours) where you can ask questions, do research and interviews, and discuss story angles. As you get more familiar with the college, this will not be as important and you can work via email and phone on occasion.
- To select a writing assignment (there are usually choices) and return it within ten days.
- To take photos that illustrate your stories, where appropriate. The college has a camera that you can check out.

We want you:

- To bring your creativity and strong voice to improve our storytelling;
- To help us grow our capacity for covering stories about our people and programs
- To enterprise story ideas of your own, knowing that you may also be assigned higher-priority writing assignments.

For details, contact: Nancy Stanley, nstanley@email.arizona.edu. No phone calls please.